
protection than those which are provided in the present law we should  use the 
norms of international legislation”, that  fixes some legal contradictions that may 
emerge. Paris Accord includes some flexible regulations, allowing the Republic of 
Belarus to use economic mechanisms in the feature to reduce emission of green-
house gases and use unconditional advantages like high percentage of forest land, 
the presence of considerable water resources, essential part of bogs, and particularly 
protected natural territories. In addition, these provisions help to overcome the cur-
rent impossibility of using Kyoto Protocol mechanisms such as the trade of quotas 
for greenhouse gas emissions, the implementation of joint implementation projects, 
and others. 
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THE FORMATION OF ECOLOGICAL COMPETENCES OF THE 
TEACHERS WITHIN THE DISTANСE COURSE OF EDUCATION 

The modern model of education in the context of professional development and 
additional education of experts assumes to modify the organization of studying pro-
cess, the content of studies, and also  alters the form and technologies of the learn-
ing process. At the present stage of society development, the new opportunities for 
education are opened by the virtualization of education environment. The virtual-
ization process of education is caused by the rapid development of information sys-
tems that open new didactic and administrative opportunities for the perfecting\of 
the education system, and for the requirements of the education system to provide 
with quality and available education. 

The process of formation of the teachers’ competences is linked with the profes-
sional development of general education and professional levels of ecological com-
petence. 

The electronic system of distance learning Moodle was used for distance learn-
ing courses (the modular object-oriented dynamic educational environment). The 
courses allow to organize the distance learning and include a set of necessary tools 
for the development of distant courses. Within the international Tempus 543707-
TEMPUS-1-2013-1-DE-TEMPUS-JPHES project "Ecological Education for Bela-
rus, Russia and Ukraine", the programs for professional development within eco-
logical education for school and college teachers were implemented. Two courses 
were implemented: for school teachers "Project Activity in Ecological Education of 
Pupils" and for college teachers "Practical Ecology within Realization of Distant 
Education". 

A relevance of implemented courses is determined by increased value of inno-
vative approaches to the process of ecological competences formation. The course 
program gives access to methodology  to organize research projects and  to create 
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competitive projects with the features of the requirements imposed to these works at 
various scientific competitions. 

The course is focused on the formation of skills and abilities of the self-
contained choice for research projects in order to select techniques of ecological 
research adapted for school (an experiment, observation in the field, model op-
eration, etc.). 

The common methodical questions for the implementation of research projects 
and learning the research techniques adapted for school from various scientific di-
rections of ecology were included in the content of the course. 

The offered programs with the use of the modern technologies give the oppor-
tunity to make the process of the formation of ecological competences of teachers 
efficient and practically oriented.  


